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and, though fresh heparinized blood is ideal, citrated blood
can certainly be given for a limited number of exchanges.
Plasmaphoresis has also been recommended," the patient's
packed red cells being returned to him in fresh, frozen plasma
from a donor, but in practice this may be more difficult to
carry out than a simple exchange. But compared with extra-
corporeal perfusion of patient's blood through a pig liver1
or cross-circulation with a human volunteer,'6 the other
methods available for temporary liver support, it is a
relatively simple procedure.

Bacteriological Hazards of Beards
"After many years of absence from the laboratory scene,
beards are now being worn by some persons working with
pathogenic micro-organisms." So say M. S. Barbeito and
colleagues, of the Industrial Health and Safety Office, Fort
Detrick, Maryland. The bearded example set by Pasteur,
Koch, and Ehrlich was in fact followed by two distinguished
bacteriologists on the American continent itself, Theobald
Smith and E. G. D. Murray, during quite a number of these
" many years of absence," and it seems a little unkind to have
ignored them. But, granting that beards are now commoner
in laboratories, we may ask what hazards they present to their
owners' intimate associates at home, to patients, and to other
people. Infection is believed to- have been conveyed from
laboratories on clothing. Can an accidentally contaminated
beard also be a vehicle ?

These authors believe that it can, and set out to test the
foundations of their belief that " beards are undesirable " in
the laboratory. "Four volunteers with 73-day-old beards "
were the test subjects, two of whom are thanked in the
acknowledgements for their " bearded participation." Their
beards were sprayed with suspensions of two non-pathogenic
bacteria, Serratia marcescens and Bacillus subtilis, and
sampled in various ways after 30 minutes and after 6 hours,
with or without intermediate washing. "As a terminal experi-
ment " portions of the beard were " sheared " and treated
in a blender before cultivation. Quantitative cultures showed
that washing greatly reduced the count of bacteria, but more
persisted in the beard than on the- faces of clean-shaven men
treated in the same way. The various washing and sampling
procedures are illustrated, as is an extremely lifelike
"mannequin fitted with a sterilized natural hair beard " used

for. more dangerous experiments. A photograph shows three
chicks grouped round the chin of this disembodied head. In
the actual experiment the beard was sprayed with Newcastle
disease virus, and each of three chicks "was held with its
head alternately nestled in the beard and stroked across one-
third of the beard (one chicken on each side and one on the
chin) for 5 min." Few became infected after intermediate
washing of the beard, but a large majority when this was not
done. This beard was also sprayed with Clostridium botu-
linum toxin, and " the nose and mouth of guinea-pigs were
nestled and stroked across one-third of the beard for S min.'@
Only 4 out of 60 succumbed.

These findings, though significant, are not calculated to
make bearded bacteriologists fly forthwith to their forgotten

razors. As the authors admit, " infection of' family or friends
outside the laboratory" is unlikely to occur except after a
recognizable microbiological accident or a repetitious opera-
tion producing an aerosol, the organism being one to which
the operator himself is immune. Naturally special precau-
tions are called for in working with highly infectious
organisms such as that of Q fever. Otherwise, if ordinary
and well-known precautions are taken to prevent the aerial
dispersal of micro-organisms, the risks are remote. Thorough
hand-washing remains the essential safeguard, and it is doubt-
ful whether in ordinary circumstances this need be extended
to the face, whether bearded or not.

' Barbeito, M. S., Matthews, C. T., and Taylor, L. A., Appi. Microbiol.,
1967, 15, 899.

Lithium in Psychiatric Disorders
The history of lithium in medicine has been one of mistaken
enthusiasm. Within a few years of its isolation it was recom-
mended for the treatment of gout and other rheumatic
conditions, and more recently lithium chloride was
introduced as a substitute for sodium chloride in patients for
whom salt intake was to be restricted. It is now known that
the two major contraindications to lithium therapy are cardiac
and renal decompensation.
But lithium has recently made a come-back in the treat-

ment of affective disorders. The specific effect of lithium in
mania was first observed in 1949 and was confirmed later in
controlled studies. 2 3 It is a useful standby in resistant
cases, particularly when combined with electroconvulsive
therapy. Unfortunately the dosage required for moderate or
severe cases of mania is in the range of 1,500 to 2,000
mg./day of lithium carbonate, which approaches toxic levels,
and close observation with repeated estimations of serum
lithium levels is necessary. Recently, however, lithium has
been introduced as the first drug for the prophylaxis of both
mania and depression; here the dosage is only half as big,
and the risk of side-effects is much reduced.

Patients with pyclothymic disorders, who alternate between
hypomania and depression, are notoriously difficult to con-
trol. Apart from the difficulties entailed in changing drugs,
the depressive phases in this disorder are often resistant to
antidepressant drugs. It is in these cases particularly, but
also in patients with frequently recurring attacks of depres-
sion. or mania, that lithium has been advocated. In 1967
P. C. Baastrup and M. Schou described4 88 such patients
treated with lithium carbonate for periods of 1-5 years and
claimed that the relapse rate was much reduced. This paper
was rightly criticized by M. Shepherd and B. Blackwell,5
who suggested that with such patients, seen at a time of
frequently recurring illness, there may well be a decreased
rate of relapse at follow-up purely by chance. They insisted
that the value of lithium as a prophylactic could be deter-
mined only by a comparative trial.

Such a trial has now been reported as part of an important
study by J. Angst and his colleagues.6 After studying 979
patients with a total of 2,216 relapses these authors were able
to compute the likelihood of relapse in any particular series
of patients. In general, there is a tendency for relapses to
increase in frequency; bipolar (manic-depressive, cyclo-
thymic) disorders initially have, on average, a two-year cycle,
calculated from the beginning of one illness to the 'start of
the next. Every subsequent cycle tends to be shorter by 20%'
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than the previous one. Recurrent depressions, on the other
hand, have an initial cycle of seven years, the interval decreas-
ing by 10% with each relapse.

Following this study, Angst's team treated 27 patients for
an average of 22.3 months with imipramine in a dose of
150-200 mg./day. The physicians, as well as the patients,
were very optimistic about a prophylactic effect, having been
convinced of the therapeutic effect of imipramine in the
treatment of the actual depressive illnesses. In spite of this
bias the number of relapses during imipramine therapy was
greater than the equivalent period before treatment-44
relapses compared to 24.
The results with lithium, however, were quite the reverse,

in spite of sceptical attitudes because of disappointing
results in the treatment of mania. Patients were given
lithium in doses designed to keep the serum lithium at levels
between 0.6 and 1.2 mEq/l. Relapses during lithium
medication were significantly fewer than during the equivalent
period before treatment. Subdividing the patients into diag-
nostic groups, the prophylactic effect was least in the recur-
rent depressive illnesses (P = 0.03) and more effective in the
bipolar disorders. Most surprising was the high prophylactic
effect of lithium in schizoaffective disorders (P<0.001).

Lithium is usually given as the carbonate, starting in a
dose of 250 mg. daily and increasing to about 750-1,000 mg.
a day. In this dosage the drug seems to be reasonably safe.
A mild tremor of the limbs is frequent, though this usually
passes off after a few days. Nausea and occasionally vomit-
ing may occur at first. If, on the other hand, the tremor
becomes more pronounced, so that it interferes with the
patient's eating or needlework, and if the lower jaw also starts
to tremble, these symptoms should be taken as a warning that
the lithium concentrations in the body are about to reach
toxic levels. At this stage patients frequently develop addi-
tional neurological symptoms such as drowsiness, mild ataxia,
giddiness, and perhaps thirst and polyuria. All these are
indications for the drug to be stopped. Several patients have
died with evidence of neurological damage.7
The serum level of lithium should be estimated on several

occasions during the first three months' treatment, as a guide
to dosage. According to Baastrup and SchQu, levels below
0.6 mEq/l. are usually ineffective; levels higher than 1.6
mEq/l. are often accompanied by side-effects and may
indicate impending intoxication. On no account should
lithium be given to patients, such as those with heart or renal
failure, whose sodium metabolism is likely to be disturbed.
The mode of action of lithium is uncertain, but it is known
to affect amine metabolism and the electrolyte balance, both
of which are abnormal in manic-depressive disorders.8 ' '0

1 Cade, J. F. J., Med. 7. Aust., 1949, 2, 349.
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Cheltenham Meeting
The choice of the British Paediatric Association as partner
in its Annual Clinical Meeting at Cheltenham last week was
a singularly happy one for the B.M.A. The diseases of
childhood are still, as they have always been, a substantial
part of the family doctor's practice. At the same time they
are a pre-eminent concern of the medical officer of health
and his staff, while for the specialist paediatrician they com-
pose an ever-expanding branch of clinical medicine. The
paediatrician as much as anyone must exemplify " the doctor
in a changing world," whose education and functions Lord
Todd spoke of in his Opening Address, published in the
B.M.7. last week.'
The meeting also commemorated the hundredth anniver-

sary of the Gloucestershire Branch of the B.M.A., whose
early days were entertainingly illustrated by photographs of
family doctors setting off on their rounds by horse carriage
or on a tricycle, or by open motor-cars of antique aspect.
Anyone looking at these glimpses of a vanished way of life
as it was lived between 50 and 100 years ago would be
provoked to wonder how true it is that in this century, as
Lord Todd put it, " broadly speaking the patterns in educa-
tion and professional structure have not changed materially,
and it is, I think, universally recognized that they are not
in tune with present-day requirements."

Medical education, like medical practice, has been in
continual evolution in Great Britain for many decades, and
the report of the Royal Commission, of which Lord Todd
was chairman, set out a pattern for the future that must to
some extent be adopted. But despite the onrush of medicine
through " an enormous growth in the sophistication of its
tools . . . and the entry of the computer," the practice of
it at the bedside and in the consulting-room has an age-old
basis with which doctors become familiar through their per-
son'al experience. Men and women anxious and in pain, and,
as one speaker at the meeting noted, a child dying, demand
much more of a doctor than a biochemical diagnosis and
computerized therapy. Many of his audience must have
agreed with Lord Todd when he said that a family doctor

is perhaps more needed now than in the past."
This instructive meeting, of which a report appears at

page 311, owed its smooth running to the labours of Dr.
H. G. Dowler, President of the Gloucestershire Branch, and
his colleagues, notably Dr. R. E. Davis, the Honorary General
Secretary, and Dr. F. J. D. Knights, the Honorary Science
Secretary, and to the members of the Local Organizing
Committee. For the part played by the British Paediatric
Association, under its President Dr. A. White Franklin, the
meeting was particularly indebted to Professor D. V. Hubble,
chairman of its Academic Board, and Professor J. A. Davis,
acting secretary. The excursion and other entertainments
provided for the ladies were under the much-appreciated super-
vision of Mrs. J. D. J. Freeman and Mrs. H. G. Dowler, and
the visitors had enjoyable opportunities of meeting each other
in the evenings at receptions kindly given by the Gloucester-
shire Branch, the Cheltenham Borough Council, and finally
the Gloucestershire County Council and Gloucester City
Council.

Todd, Lord, Brt. med. Y., 1968, 4, 207.
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